
 

 

 

Name___________________________     Vocabulary Test 
 
Directions: Match the vocabulary word to its definition. 
 
 Vocabulary Word Definition 
____ 1. petroglyph A. the mixing or blending of different ideas, beliefs, and 

innovations from one group to another  
____ 2. cultural diffusion B. a petroglyph that shows a landform or surrounding 

terrain n area of land that rises very high above the land 
and is higher than a hill 
 

____ 3. Snapchat C. a picture made by chiseling directly on the rock using 
a stone chisel and a hammer stone 
 

____ 4. geocontourglyph D. a mobile messaging application used to share photos, 
videos, text and drawings 
 

____ 5. emoji E. the act or process of using words, sounds, signs, or 
behaviors to express or exchange information to one or 
more people 
 

____ 6. communication F. a small digital image or icon used to express an idea, 
emotion, place, direction, or objects 
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Vocabulary Test Answer Key 
 
__c__ 1. petroglyph 
__a__ 2. cultural diffusion 
__d__ 3. Snapchat 
__b__ 4. geocontourglyph 
__f__ 5. emoji 
__e__ 6. communication 

 
 

 


